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G u u e Yimidhirr brother-in-law language
is comyutationalfy undefined when the empirical distribution has only one
item: we introduce the convention that
= a in such a case, In general, f)
tends to zero the closer is the tmpirical distribution to e flat distribution, and
tends to one the more pcaked is the empirical distribution. fi is interpreted in
like fashion, and for similar reasons we introduce the convention that, for a single
item, Ifi = o. These ctmventions are, of course, pure mathematical conveniences
and have no substantive importance: where only a single item is reported, any
attempt to caIculate an index of variation is quite simply d m r d .
.,.
Interestingly, it is not fi which is the natural converse of fi, but V. It is
absoltxtely straightforward to show that D = I - V; and, indeed, this is as it
ahwld be, since D tcnds to zerd the closer the empirical distribution is to the
flat distribution, in which case V is tending to r, since this is precisely the
distribution which maximizes pairwise difftrences.
The: kehaviour of tltcsc 'five' measurm (they produce only four independent
va1ur.s) is illustrated by Table 3, where they are calculated from fictitious data.
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AVOIDANCE L A N G U A G E A N D S P E E C H R E G I S T E R S

Aboriginal Australians are celebrated for their use of linguistic devices to mark
the subtleties of sociat situation and retationship. Three sorts of phenomenon
are widely reported (see Cape11 rqSa; Dixon 1972 : 19):(i)special vocabulary is
often ssociated with male initiation (we, for example, Hale i971); ( 2 ) there is
often extensive word tabooing, usuafly invofving strict prohibition on names of
deceased people, as well as on words that sound like such names (for oxamples of
such practices across Capc York Peninsula, see Roth 1903); and f 3) many
societies have so-called 'hlXother-in-law' tanpiages - apecirtl vocabutarics tvar
replace all or part of the normal lexicon in speech between kin who stand in
certain avoidance relationships to one another. Prototypically across thccrtntinent,
8 man must avoid his own nrother-in-law. Such vocabularies have been reported
from widely separated areas, but the most detailed and best-known descriptions
involve Ianguages of North Q~icensland(see Thornsun 1935;Dixon xg7r, 1972).
The material I discuss in this paper is of the tast type and wmes also from Cape
York Peninsula.
Recent descriptions of special tanguqes in Australk exploit the systematic
connections between ordinary vocabulary and initiation or avoidance fanguage
tocomment on thesemantic structure of the languages in question and of language
in pneral. An avoidance vocabulary may represent a skeletal semantic map of the
more efaboratcd everyday lexicon (Dixon 1971);or ritual usages may derive
from semanricalfy and culturally illuminating inversions of ordinary language
{Haie 1971).
En this paper, f concentrate instead on avoidance language as s speech 'register',
a sensitive and expressive index of sociaf refationsi.tips, T h a t a special ward
replaces an ordinary word in conversation between certain people is a fo~mul
index of aspects of their relationship. hloreover, that only certain words engcndc~.
such replacement may illun~inatcthe cuntent of the relationd~ipthat calls into
action the linguistic reflex, Thus, a special vocabulary of Respect has compelling
ethnographic interest. People select and shift words, styfes, often entire languages,
on the basis of, among other things, changing setting and ditrerent audienccv
md intrilocutorr. Such seemingly innocuous cntitirs as words have penetrating
and peculiar emotive and social potency, often, proverbs notwithstanding, far

G U U C U YIMIDIIIRR BROTHER-IN-LAW LANGUAGE

you can use that word ro Brother-in-law and Father-in-law. Some of these
other people calf it barradliul; well, I understand that word but that's not my
word. That's their word, people who come from up north, near Capc Flattery.

more harmful than sticks and stones. Status-conscious people throughout Asia
and Occania embed their speech in thick etiquette. Aboriginal Australians im
away, in body and in speech, from their afines. En general, speech behavior,
like 0 t h behavior,
~
mirrors the tenor. of human interaction. Highly coctihd
vocabularies of respect and avoidance at once illuminate particular features of
social lifc in the societies that employ them, and remind us of the role of words in
constituting social life in general.

Many Hopevale residents arc accornpiished p~tyglotswho can get along rcason-

ably well in several nearby languages and who know scattcrtd words from
seve~alothers. There is good reason to suppose that, as elsewhere in Cape York
Peninsula, individual Guugu Yirnidhirr ~ p c ~ k e rcontrolled
s
distinct iangt~ge

Guugli Y imidhirr is the language of Cooktown, North Queenstand. Before
being suhstant ially exterminated during the Elrropcan occupation of the area,
speakers of dialects of Guttgu Yirnidhirr ranged s far north as t.kt mouth of the
Starcke river, westwards to the source of the jack river and thence southwards
to the area around 'Battie Camp' (Naviland 1974, 1979).1 Nowadays, most
spcakers of the language liw at llopevale Mission, fifty kilometers north of
Cooktown, where people with a variety of ancestral languages now use Guugu
Pimidhirr 2nd English as joint means of communication at the h4ission.z
Older people at Hopcvale distinguish more than forty named tribal arcas
whose inhabitants spoke some form of Guugu Yimidhirr. Thcy divide the various
Iocales into two rough dialects, Coastal [dlralun-dltirr],and Inland fwquuw-gal,
characterized by a few minor syntactic differences and a significant number of '
diflerent lexical items for common words. In addition, people in early times were
said to have known and to have borrowed words from neighbors to the north
and west, whose languagiges were markedly difkrent. As a result, a man from g
Starcke Station once characterized sevc~alwords in this way:

varieties from a range of neighboring areas, and thus had constantly at their
disposal, for a given mnwpt, words from several diafects. The availabdity of
alternative Iexical items, as 1suggest befow, may have been an important resourcc
in maintaining a distinct Respectful language.
Writing at the turn of the century, Walter E. Roth f 1908: 78) reported of
hbcaiginds throughout. North Queemland :

Certain of an individual's relatives arc strictly tabu from him, so trxtlch that he
must neither approach, converse with, accept from, nor give them anything.
This especially refers to the father-in-law and mother-in-law. . . . It i~ the
usual practice for a man never to talk to his hiaod-sister, or sometimes not
even mention her name, after she has nnce reachcd womanhood [italics added].

Ruth describes such prohibitions, alung with 'the tabu of names of persons
deceased' and other 'forbidden words', as among the contemporary practices of
inhabitants of C a p Bedford, at that time the main settlrnient and schooi of the
Lutheran Mission from which the modern Hopevale has descended.

"
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Bah.ga is 'porcupine'; that's my word. I got another word, too, ~ahalrtgmr;
fr] In this paper X write Guugu Yirnidhirr words in

a prnctical orthography in which
dk/nlz, dyltty arc lurnino-dental stop and nasd, and lamino-pnlutal stop and n a d ,
respectiveIy. A single r represents the semi-rctroflex continuent, nnd a doubled rr
a Rap or trilled rhoric. Douhled vowels mark vowel length live. 00, ii, iiu], and r~g
fdarso-velar nasal] contrast$ with hornorgpnic nasal plus stop trm, and afso with n.g
[apico-alveolxr nasal pius g].
{zj As the reader will see imm quoted examples of Hopevalt! speech below, normal talk
laces Guugu Yirnidbirr with English; lexicon and syntux intermesh in complicated ways.
Older speakers usually incorporate English words into Guugrr Yimidhirf in pidginid
furrn. Thus
~iytihi

'use-em'-gzrrrd

he+ NOM 'use*-make
'He oscs it'.

M y fieldwork at Hopevalc, during August nnd September 1g.r~and again from M q
to Novcn~bcrx(t77. was supported by a grant from the Australian Institute of Moriginaf
Studies. X am grateful to the Hopevale ?'ribs$ Crmncil, and the Manager uf Hoptt%k
Mission for making us at home. I owc n spcciill debt to Bifiy Mmtndli jncko who
patiently teaching me his language. Not having u brorher-in-law, I dedicate t h i s pper
to my mother-in-law Marjorie McCulIouglr.

Thc most knowledgeable present-day speakers of Guugu Yimidhirr were
brought as children to the mission school during the twenty years or so following
Roth's Bulletins. Except for those people who had adult relatives living within
mission boundaries, most of these people grew up with only peripheral contact
with the sorts of sociai arrangement rhat supported the prohibitions Roth
describes. Thtts, the use of the special avoidance vocabulary, along with practices
in accord with what people at Ifopevale still call 'the law'- correct marriages,
final avoidance, and so on - had already tapscd by Worfd War II. During the
war, the entire Hopevale community was moved to a reserve inland fmrn
Rockhnmpton. There the colder climatc and a series of epidemics decimated the
ppulation, so that when Hopcvale was rcstttlcd after the war, the community
was virtually without peopk who had lived any significant part of thcir lives
in the bush, Traditional kinship practices have, since the war, been still further
I &merged under new missionized patterns. Arnonp; other things, it seems to have
been implicit mission policy to encourage rwidenrs of the mission with some
I d i t c ancestry to intcmrry, a practice which h a led over gcnemtions to a
prdominnncc of marriages which arc, from r traditional point of vies. 'crooked'
' {SK Terwie1-Powell 197j).
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Only a handful of people at the Mission know more than a word or two of the
special avoidance vocatrulary 1 describe in this paper. Early in my fieldwork I
was acquainted with only one man who could actualIy speak connected sentences
in the respectful style.3 Virtually alf I know ofthe structure ofthe special vocabulary E learned from him, Most of my descriptions of the circumstances and manner
of its use come from his characterizations, both .verbat and mimed. (A few other
pcopte at Hopevale speak coniidently of proper demeanor and posture in the

in respectful speech, one must substitute the respectful word gudhubay for the
everyday word mayi 'food' and the respectfd verb bambanga- for buda- 'eat'.

Kgayu gudhubay kambanga-nhu.
1 want to eat food.

In :he Guugu Yimidhirr area, a man w;is not allowed
in law at all. As I have been told:

presence of one's mother-in-law, father-in-law, etc,, withour necessarily
knowing the appropriate lexica! items to go with such behavior.)
My fin;* goal here is to record what I can of a set of practices {and some
corresponding bits of language) now faIlcn into disuse. An important disclaimer
is in order: the pitfalls of mistaking natives' own idealized ;tccounts of their
behavior (for examplc, of speech with a brother-in-law, or of respectful
demeanor with n mother-in-law) for detailcd descriptions of behavior actually
observed are well known. Most of the materials I have gathered about Guugu
Yimidhirr brother-in-law language are, unfortunately, o f the former, Ims
reliable variety. Moreover, a man may accurately mime respectful postures and
speech towards an afinc, having us stilf in doubt about his afinc's responses. I
know, accordingly, a good deal less about the behavioral expression of a Guugu
Yimidhirr mother-in-law's relationship to her daughter's husband than uf the
reverse relationship.

Ngay (4

mayi

Iruda-nhtr.

T h i s man, Billy Mttlmndtr, born around rr)rg, spent a good deal of his youth. though or
the Mission, in the company of adults living more or less in the bush. Other rccomplivhel
Chugru Yirnidhirr speekers, who slso Isy legitimate anccstmt claim to the language ad
lucaies within the Mission, but born in the mid-rpzos, art: almost tomplettly ignuranl
of thc spccial vocabulary. In 1977 1 also inad the opportunity to kcr~rseveral older men
s p i k i n g to each other in tkc 'Brother-in-lriw' (BILf style. during a reunion near th
origind mission site. Sce p. 385 &tow. Xn mg earlir~work, thcst men were, cvidcntly,
constrained from teaching me B I L words btcatrsc they were not legitimate $peekers:
their own ancestral languages were different.

his mother-

You can't tell anything to your mother-in-law.

If a man was unavoidably in his wife's xrlother's presence, he would sit silently,
grrugu-mu& with head bowed. More commonly, a man would have occasion to
employ the special vocabulary with his father-in-law, even more frequently with
his wife's brothers, whom ht: rrcatcd with respect, but with whom he could have
reasonably comfortable dealings. E refer to these special fexicaI items as 'Brotherin-faw' (abbreviated BXL) words to mark the fact that in this area a person in
the category of brother-in-law was typical!y the individual whose presyce

BROTHER-IN-LAW LANGUAGII

Koughty, the special avoidance language may be summarized as follows: A inan,
in the presence of certain afines, was obliged to speak with special words in
place of certain ordinary words. I4c utilized ordinary 'grammatical words':
pronouns, particles, derivational forxxrativcs, etc. But for many ordinary lexical
items he had to substitute special respectful equivalents, For example, whereas
one would say in ordinary Gutrgu Yimidhirr :

to address

.

necessitated use of the specinl forms.
Gtlugu Yimidhirr dots not Iahel the U3L style neatty. The name 'Guugu
Yirnidhirr' (litmally, 'word this way') is not, itself, an ordinary proper name but,
rather, a description; one says of one's language, 'guugu ngczd~dhunzln,guzgtd
yinlidhirr', i.e. 'our Iangtrage, this kind of language {that it am speaking now).'
(The name of the language also seizes on a prominent lexical characteristichaving a form yi- or yimi- for 'this' - to distinguish it from neighboring languages
which have different words for 'this'.) People characterize ordinary language, as
opposed to BIL vocabulary, as consisting of 'common words', saying that one
can use them with 'common people', with 'anybody', or 'mundmbal' ('with the
rest of them'). T abbreviate this ordinary language m EV (Everyday) tanguage. By
contrast, people call BIL words 'a bit deep', 'higher', or say, somewhat fancifully,
that they sound like words that 'chiefs would use'. Labeh for the style in the
native fsrngt~ageare a bit more rcvcaling, both socialogicalty and paralinguisticalty.
311, words are cdfed g u v u d h h l 'forbidden words'; dhbul is also the term
to describe rBaocd sites (e.g. graves) and, significantly, kin one must avoid. The
style is also described as duni-monaarnuya being soft/slow'; one must speak to
one's brother-in-law, father-in-law, etc., with respect - which is to say, stowfy and
softly, Similarly, a man speaking to his afines diitiyirrpulga or wurriinyirrp(gu;
that is, he speak 'sideways' or 'crosswise', neither facing his interlocutor nor,
if he can help it, addressing him directly but, rather, communicating through
m intermediary. With an ordinary, non-taboo person, one instvxd speaks
:dhumbuurrgu 'straight'.
BIL vocaiwlary is both parsirnoniotls and selective, Like the Dyirbal Mother, in-law language (Dixon r q x ) , it may render a large number of ordinary EV
5
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words by a single BIL equivalent, using various circumlocutions to make such
distinctions as are needed.4 And tike the Urnpila Mother-in-law language
(Thowan 1935: 480-I), the Guugu Yimidhirr RXL vacabuiary contains distinct
words only for certain common EV words, while other words either have no
respectful equivalent at ali or are simply pronounced slowly and softly, but
in their ordinary forms, when speaking ro r brother-in-law.5
Furthermore, use of the special BIL words is only one of severai specid
behaviors that accompany interaction with affines. For the moment, I mention
only that the use of special vocabuiary, -like certain other behavioral expressions
of avoidance and respect, was activated merely by the presence of talocmed kin.
A man would use BIL words if his mother-in-law was within earshot, wen if
she was on the other side of an obstruction or otherwise out of view. Finding
himself in the same camp or clearing as his mother-in-law, for example, a man
would speak, if at ail, in BIL language, at the same time turning his back and,

deliberately, departing.
T H E S T R U C T U R E O F T H E BIL V O C A B U L A R Y

E shall first examine the BIL lexicon itself. As X have mentioned, the relationship
between BIL words and their EV equivaIents is risually one-tomany, Dixon
(1971) has used the awespnnding property of Dyirbal Mother-in-law to motivate
a semantic description of Uyirbal verbs, in which, very crudely put, the avoidance
words are taken to represent a kind of semantic core: a set of nudear words in
term of which the more numerous everyday words can be dcfined. I can illustrate with an analogous Guugu Yirnirfhirr example (see Fig. I ) , The BEL word
bdil a'l the equivaicne of everyday verbs meaning 'go', 'walk', 'crawl', 'paddle
(in a h a t ) ' , 'fioaf, 'sail', 'drift', 'limp', and so on. But the EV translation of
Mil, its probable 'central ' meaning, is dhadaa 'go'. The other EV verbs in the
set are rendered, in BIL, by appending certain qualifications to the ward baiii
Thus, 'float' is balil wabiirrbi 'go on water'; 'limp' is dyirrun balil 'go badly',
and so forth.
In Dyirbal the special dialcct i s caiied DyaIngtry, and the everyday style Guwal. Dixon
writes: 'Uplnguy contains far fewer wards than Guwal something on the order of s
quarter as many. Whereaa Fuwal b% considerable hypertrophy, Dyalnguy is character*
iaed by an extreme pitrsimony. Every pussibit syntactic and semantic device i s exploited
in Dyalnmy in order to keep ita vwbulary to a minimum, it.still being possible to sy
in Dyalnguy everything that can be said in GuwaI. The resulting often rather cornpiex
correspondences between Guwel and Dyalnguy vocabularies are suggestive of the
underlying semantic relations and dependencies for the language' (1971: 437-8).
151 The 'Ompelat avoidance language i s called 'Ngprnki'. Thomson rcmrks: 'Nggrnki
does not comprise a complete Imgu;rge, hut a set of names far the most important
objects and articles of everyday life. ss rvell as certain verbs. It is a skeleton lnnguag
only, but it must br: remembered that this is probably correlated with the type of
behavior obligatory h t w e c n those by whom it is crnploytd, among whom communia.
tian, especially verbal comrnr~nicatiari,is reduced ta a minimum' f 1935 : 481).
[4]

-

dhudaa 'w aik ,go'

dkrmbil 'float, sal, drift'
yrsalgd 'limp'
gaynydyarr 'crawl'

biiiiI 'paddie (canoe)'
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x . BIL and EV verb equivalcnces.

SirniIarfy, BIL provides evidence for certain superordinate categories where
everyday language omits a generic label. Thus, while EV Guugu Yirnidhirr
distinguishes at Ieast ten varieties of kaqaroo and wallaby, there is no overall
kern for 'kangarod.6 But BIL groups aIf ten varieties together under the single
word Larraalngun (see Fig, 2 ) . Some surprisingly opaque equivalcnces are also
revealed. For instance, the single BIL word dyhu represents an nppdrent
category comprising, roughly, body parts with protruding bones and joints
(t.g. hip, chin, knee, eibow, wrist, anklebone, heel, armpit, crotch, and ribs,
among others) on the one hand, and certain small animals (induding wiId
pheasant, water rat, worm,a short red hard variety, and native cat) on the other
(see Fig. 3).
In some ways more significant are the EV words which do mt map neatly
onto 311, words. First, a large number of EV words can be used in conversation
EV

gdwr
bawurr
bibai
dyudyu

gangurm
HkmrgoIr'

m m f w

walurr
wudul
dhuirnbanlr
FI Gu RE

2.

'smalt waflaby '

'rock wallaby'
'smali scrub kangaroo'

'kangarm rat'
.black kangaroo'
'rcd kangaroo'
'large bbck kangaroo'
'Femrle kangaroo'

'whiptal kangaroo'
'grey wailarao'

Kangaroo sprcics.

{b] The English word 'kan$nmo' itself is a loan from Guugu Yimidbirr, gongurrri, a
specks of large black kangaroo which Captain Cook presumably saw while repairing
his ship st the mouth of the Endewour river in 1770(set Hirviland 1974.1.

go on to say, for example, mayi batnbubul, indicating a particular sort of h i t
that causes itchy lips when tatcn raw. 81L for naayi is gudkubay; but hambuhul
is its own UXL equivalent. Tht~s,in a hypotheticat scenario created to illustrate
proper ~peecfiwith onc's afines, a man points out the fruit to his wife, in the
company of her parents, by saying gudhubay bambubut.
Strikingly, some words in the EV language simply have tio erpiataknl in BIL.
Wards in this category cleeriy form a ~0hererItand significant class, They inctude
the EV words for 'bad smell (c.g. human sweat)', 'tcsticlcs*,'vagina', 'pttbic

'hip'
'chin'
'knee'

'elbow, forearm, wrist'
'anklebone, heel'
'armpit'

'crotdi'
'wrist'

hair', 'masturbate', 'woman's pubic area', 'have sexual intercourse', 'penis
(also means: greedy)', 'erect phallus', 'rape', and 'clitoris'. Of st& words it is
said :

'flank, ribs'
'heel'
'hip'
'el bow'

You can't use thoseguuggu [words] against your mother-in-law.
The preposition qoinst is deliberate, The sensitive relationship between a man
and hh wife's kin, formally indcxed by the use of sptcial vocabtdary, seems, here,
to have a specific nature which invafvrs, in part, sextlal relations - of which ail
the forbidden words are metonymic reminders. Notice that many u t h p EV

'pelvis, hip'

'water rat'

1
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gunhdhir
dkigul

words which are, at least currently at Lutheran Hopevde Mission, impolite ur
vulgar have perfcctIy good BIL equivalents: 'buttock', 'excrement', 'urine', ctc.
Finatly, some EV words do a kind of double service in BXL speech. "rhese
words can serve as their own equivalents in thc respectful language, but they
ako stand for certain other everyday words as welI. One particulariy notabk
cxarnple is the 2nd person plural pronoun yurra, which in BIL replaces uali 2nd
peaon pronouns. Thus, n p n d u gadn'i 'you (sg.) cumel' becomes, in ElL,
yurra madaayi 'you (pi.) come!' This device clearly ~esernblesthe polite use of
the 2nd person pIural pronouns in 1ndo-Etlropean languages.*
The most common sart of case in which nn EV word survives in BIL, and
serves as the BIL equivalent for some other words as weff, involves lexical
items from the Coastal dialect. X was taught RIL words by an Inland speaker,
who quite freqt~enttysuggested a Coastal synonym as BBXL, equivalent for an
Inland Elr word - ;is if such a word, by virtue of its belonging to another place,
had the desired qualities for a language of respect,g These various kinds of

'worm'
'short red lizard'
'native cat'

. EV equivalents of 3X L word dyinlri~

with brother-in-law and father-in-faw if they are pronounced in the proper slow,
respecthi way. Included among thme apparently non-sensitive items are words
from nearly every word class and semantic domain: certain kin terms, many
verbs, many species of pfant and animal, as well as a vast number of adjectives
and nouns, including some body part names - although, in the fast case, most
such body part words are from the Cwafital dialect.7
Elere is an example of an EV word which can appear in 1311, speech. Informants
often created imaginary scenarios to exemplify the use of some BlL or EV word,
Names for plants and animals, in ordinary conversation, are normally prefixed
with the words wtayi 'edible plant' and atinhu 'edible animal', respectively (see
Dixon 1968). In walking through the bush, a man may point out a plant to his
companions simply with the word mayi, not necessarily elaborating with a more
precise identification. If pressed to say what sart of edible plant he saw, he might
[yf My RIL teacher is himself a speaker of the inland dialect. i suggest below that one
operative principle in speaking the BIL language is that where a partieufar lexical item
i s relatively rare or unfamiliar, or when ir corn- from a different language or dialect area,
its acceptltbility a s i t s own B I t equivaient is enhsncd. Thus, in trying to think of R
BIT, equivalent for a particular word, a man might first suggcst just its Coastid variant;
it i s thus not surprisirra that many Coastal wurds are rrppropriately used in an Inhad
BIL languagt.
As X note below, body part terms seem inberenrly to r&re special BII., equivalents.

181 Brown & GiIrnan f rybo) discuss these related Inda-European usages. Cupell, commenting on Elkin's (1940)description of Ehgadja special initiation vocabulary from South
Australia, writes: 'Sume terms given by Elkin are clearly terms of special politeness.

,

'ITw outstanding term among these is dmta, "you", as used between brothers-in-law,
h a u s e this ward i s B very common term for "they" in Australian languages. The
prrwllel between the polite use of Sie in German, which is "rhcy" but transferred to use
as u term of address to the second person, i s drawn by Elkin hirnsdf' ( i g b a : 5 ~ 7 ) .
And see Etkin (rqqc: 345-8).
$91 See fuotnote 7 above. I t i s possible, moreover, that in earlier times difkrent groups in
Cape York Peninsula practiced Innpnge exogimy, yo that multiple lexical resources
were quite commonly available; sperrkers could then quire simpiy choose an 'aiien'
word -someone else's word - as B non-sensitive equivalent for their own Iexical item.

JOHN B. HAVILANI)

formal equivalence between EV and BIL vocabularies are schematized in Fig, 4.
We observe s dual motivation for words in the f31t language. On the one
hand, an everyday word may, because of i t s rncnning (having to do, for example,
with scxuat intercourse or genital organs), require at l e s t a special BIL word
different from the EV word; or it may simply have no equivalent whatsoever,
On the other hand, an everyday word may stand in need af n different BIL
equivalent seemingly only because it is a familiar word, regardless of its meaning and in this case, even a word from a neighboring dialect may be adequate a the
respectful replacement. This dual motivation reappears below on p. 381.

rr
EV

BIL

Type of correspondence

balir

A. Many~to-one.

bambubul

- here he laughed, somewhat uncomfortably, at the thought of addressing one's
father-in-law so dircctly and impolitef y -

. . .But nham dyiraainda dhasbangal{your wife will ask (whatever you want to
know)].

Speaking loudIy and rapidIy s c m s to be associated not only with familiarity
but also with anger and scolding. O m spcaks softly to a brother-in-law, and,
accordingly, one doesn't 'fight him'. Simifariy, with a npnydya (spouse of
granrfchiId) one is obliged to use BIL words, and
get

f

B. EV word survives in B1L.
C.EV word survives in BIL, and

Y m
nydu

Nhunu dyiraakal yirrgdga nyulu. [He talks to your wife.] But nhanun.gu1
gami {not with you]. But nltanuuv~tmdyiraditpt tahanu miiwiil [your wife
will tell you {what he wants)]. You can't say 'Nganaa [what]?' Guard [no] . . .

1 can't make fun of him. N y u h [he] just won't talk. He won't joke or tease or
angry. And I won't growl him. If ~ryulungadhun.gul guli gcrdaa [he gets
angry wirh rnl.3, 1 won't answer. T'II just watk away. Sometime next morning
or afternoon, he'll apologize.

sa~wdyart

fbambirbui-1-
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extra service.

-

Most convtnation in normal tones - ta English ems at least is sharp, a h p t
and peremptory; BZL speech avoids such tones.
Guugu Yimidhirr speakers contrast the restrictions associated with BIL
vocabulary with behavior that accompanies EV words.

yuhl

gulun

**1*

D,EV word has no BIL equivalent

N p n d u guugu yurrba yirrpaka [you talk with words like these, ordinary
words], m l u any-person-gal fas if you were talking to any person]. You can
talk anything, laugh anything.

Or, with the EV word h m ~ a m u'potato':
A V O t D A N C E R E A A V IOR

I remarked above that speaking with speciai BIL words was only one of several
behaviors activated by thc presence of tabooed relatives. Let me recount some
of thc striking features of such behavior, as it has been described to me.
First, a s I have mentioned, BIL wards are pronounced in a particularly soft
voice, very slowly - contrasting strongly with rapid ordinary GuugrdYimidhirr.
As Billy Muundu remarked, when your father-in-law is around:
away 1 But don't g u g u wudyiigac yirrgii [talk hard] I Dani-rnonaayi
[stay quiet]. WeII, nlrantr biwd [your mother-in-law], she can't talk. But nhmv
ngadhiina gmau guugu h d i l [it is alright for your father-in-law to say words],

Ah, keep

The principle involvcd in taking a word from a neighboring dialect into one's own
respect vocabulary seems not uncommon in the areit, (1 am indebted to R. M.W. Dixon
and B r i m Rigsby for these observations. See the discussion o f the Yidiny respectful
language in Dixon 1977: 5 0 1 9 . )

You can usc h a y i b a n g m u ' to any common person, to gami [father's father]
or dhawuunh [friend]. Rut not with @dh&
[father-in-la*, not ngaaydya
ggrandchild's spouse]. But 'dhirrguuldltirr' - you can use that g u q u [word]
to father-in-law.
Contexts appropriate for EV words are also appropriate for joking and laughing,
far example with a friend or a g m i (father's father).
Tabooed relatives adopted physical pastures so as to minimize interaction
with one another. Elsewhere in Australia, it is reported that a man will walk out
of his way to avoid possibie meeting wirh a mother-in-law, For missionized
Hoptvate residents, prohibitions are phrased in terms of rooms and walls.
Here sxtd helow I quote e-actly the mix of Guugu '(imidhirr and English X transcribed from taped conversations. T o clarify the meaning; X enclose rot& ghsses in
square brackets.
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If your mother-in-law

But rtgadhiitra [father-in-law], he won't ask you. But nhannr dyiral- ~tyulu
d h b a n g a l nhmgu daughter [he'll ask p t l r wife, his daughter]. Ymrbagurral
{this is what he'll say]:
'Dunku-way yalnggan wanhdkau? [Where is your hwhand's yalngpn?]'
Nyuh wadcal: ' A a , yiyi'. [She'll say: Tlwe it is'.]

comes to visit, she can't talk, she can't sit, Nyuh fshe]

start walking, nkaa huh tnnded [gets down there], nyulu n h a bad0 sit down, not
facing this way. But nydu bbehid wail nhin.gaalnggaI [sits]. so you can't see
hcr and nyuiu can't scc you. But q w d u wturrga yimuunk fyou can onty sir this
way]. You can't look yap.& [in her direction]; and nyutadu fyouj can't walk
towards her. if you walk dnwn that way, well 71~r~rrlu
might be d h h a [she

might just go away].

Similarly, 1 was told, if one were asleep in a room with thc door shut, one's
mother-in-law could be in the next room, but if the door were opened, shc would
have to leave, Tabooed relatives did not 1ouk one another in the eye, did nut
stand face to face, and did not sit in each other's presence with legs parted. Thy
diile' nki.guulngga1 and diili yirrgaa& f both sat and spoke s i d w y s ) .
Typically, a man would be around his parents-in-law only when his wife was
also present. Conversation directed between father-in-law and son-in-law was,
in suck circumstanc~s,mediated by the wife, A husband, speaking with BIL
words, directed messages to his father-in-law via his wik. And a father, speaking
either in BlX, or EV wrxds, gave his daughter messages for his son-in-law. A
man might also use his children as bearers of messages; Thornson's description
of indirect address among 'Ompela' speakers is similar :
A father-in-law, i.e, the husband of a yami, is arrnpai'yi. This man may speak
to his daughter's husband {ngartjamongo), but:the latrer may not reply directly.
The son-in-law may talk 'one side', that is, while he may not address his elder
in ordinary speech (kgkg), he may speak in the language known as nggrnki.
Even in this tanguage, however, he may not address his remarks in the first
pcrson directly to his armp~i'yi,but to his child, or even to his dog, to which
speaks as to a son, and not directly to the pcrson fox whom the remark
is intended (193s: 480-1).

ire

The principle among Guugu Yirnidhirr speakers seems to be the same.
N g y u [I] can't talk to my mother-in-law. But I got my children. And ngadhr
d y i r d [my wife] can talk to hcr own mother. Rut 1 can't. She can be talking
over there, but I'm going this way [i.e. facing away]. My kids can talk: she is
their gami [mother's mother]. But ngayu nJtk.gaalngd3r'w~[I'm sitting over
here] behind the fence.
I t seems likely that in former times severe restrictions on sharing of food a d
possessions further characterized avoidance between sun-in-Iaw and parentsin-law. Onc such symptom of avoidance surfaced when Muundu hypothesized
a situation in which a father-in-law wants to know whether. his son-in-law h a
a banydyarr 'four-pronged spear', (The example arose when I was learniq
the BIL equivalent for the word.) Xn 1811, dialtxt, this, like other spears, is called
y alzggon.

b

But, as Muundu hastened to point out, having found out where the s p ~ a lwas,
- the
father-in-law would under no circumstances use it kimsdf.

Bur quh, he don't touch your anything - spear or anything. Nplu
dhaahatqal [he only asks] just to know if you got that gaka [spear].

ltturrjin

X am told that in former times a man who spoke EV words to his mother-inlaw would have been speared for his offense, Less drastic reactions to breaches
of avoidance etiquette art atso dcscrihcd. Confronted with anger, insult, inappropriate joking or rough speech, one might simply withdraw from t i ~ ~
presence of qne's tabaacd relatives. A child, speaking impolitely in front of his
classificatory father's sister, for example, might be scolded Ly his parents and,
it is said, made to feel muym 'shamc'. One man, commenting on the ta$e of
traditional law, told me: 'Young people here at the Mission talk to thuir mothersin-law,fight and scold and curse. But we olderm
pcoplejw can't.' 'Yhe man seemed
to he talking of his own feelings - inner psychoIogicd restraints on familiarity
with one's mother-in-law, now without supporting social sanctions. It is from
muym 'shame' that tmc cannot bring oneself to speak in EV language to a dhtrbul
relative, to look at, still less to touch him or her.
Nyundu mangd g m r i gurrbd [you can't grab Irer hand], muyun [it would be
sharncful]. If ngayu mother-in-law p r b a l [I were to touch mother-in-law],
hiiii, ntrryan! Then man& I might buurrayuy balgaakal [I might have to wash

my hand].

The spcctre of having to wash away rhe touch of a mother-in-law's hand then
moved Muundts to venture an expianation for the feelings of shame involved :
Biwlgcrga. [Mother-in-taw is poison.] You know why? Nyundugmgal m a m i
ahangu. [You married hcr child.] And rehanu bidhagurr-dhirr q u l u [her
d~txghter has your children]. Nhamidhinbk [for that reason], real shame, real
mupn.

The imagery of restraint and avoidance is suggestive. A mother-in-law is
bore his wife occasions sham.
Tkc emotions arc ~IcarIypotmt -- even for this xnan who lives in a community
where the practices involved have vanished.
AS an aside we may contrast. this Guugu Yirnidhirr account with RadclifkBrown's famous formulation :

Mot%;a man's relationship to the woman who
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1 once asked an Australian native why he bad to avoid his mother-in-law,
and his reply wzs, 'Because she is my best friend in the world; she has given
mc my wifc'. The mutual respect between n son-in-law and parents-in-law
is a mode of friendship. It prevents conflict that might arise through divergence
of interest (1952: qz).

Whacver functional and stabilizing effects avoidance might have had among
Guugu Yimidhirr people, the content of the relationship between son-in-law
and mother-in-law was charged with danger and feeling, Friendship it may have
been, but a peculiarly well-insulated friendship, in which proximity coufd lmd
to mortification, if not to beatings and spearings.
Avoidance and restraint in the relations between a man and his affines clearly
had a life cycle: as n young man grew older and as his wife's parents and uncls
died, his own social autonomy expanded, and this expansion coincided, I would
guess, with a gradual shedding of thc restraints associated with silence and the
use of BTL vocabuIary. These art, unfortunateiy, matters about which living
Eiopevale residents have little to say.

AVOIDANCE, R E S T R A I N T , A N D F A M I L I A R I T Y

There existed, in any case, a wider set of practices and social arrangements that
supported the special speech style and related it to other behavior, both linguistic
and non-linguistic. Let me first sketch the logic of my expanded argument. In the
canonicaI case, BIL vocabulary is the Iinguistic reflex of the relationship between
a man and the People who gave him his wife. Both the structure of the BIL
vocabulary and the bchavior associated with its use suggest that this relationship
and its control. Traditional kinship organizainvolves a tension between sex~~ality
tion was itself concerned wirh the regulation of sexuality {through marriage),
and it turns out that a variety of special linguistic registers were employed with
a wide range of actual and dasiftcatory kin, both consanguinea! and affinal,
Not surprisingly, avoidance language accompanying restrained and respectful
relationships has its parallel in joking language, organized obscenity, which accam
panies relaxed, familiar Toking relationships'. And the linguistic range, like the
corresponding behavioral range, is further daborated as restraint and avoidance
are tempered by genealogical distance, or by special circumstances, X now
examine these complexities in detail.
As elsewhere in the area, among Guugu Yirnidhitr speakers two exogamous
moieties existed, with distinct totems, and subdivided into named locrties. A
man married, preferably from far away iyudhiimungmJ,often a g u ~ g u y i n hburnd
'person who spoke another language' - in this case probably a distinct dialcxt of
Guugu Yimidhirr. Occasionally a man would marry a B u h gudyin, a 'neighbor' '
from a nearby Incafe, a practice frowned upon but rendwed acceptabie by beiq

categoricatly correct: tkat is, it was permissable to marry the daughter of a biwul,
a classificatory mother-in-law; or, to put it the more normal way, one married
muguurngan 'from a mother's brother', but not yorbaaygac 'too close'
either
geographically or genealogicalty,
Special BIL vocabulary was required in the presence of a wife's relatives, in
descending order of stringency, ay fallows:

-

But, as it turns out, BIL. vocabulary could atso be used, not obligatorily, but as
a special sign of respect and politeness, with

FZ (biimuur) - MB ( m g u r ) MBS (dso ntugur)
-that is, precisely wirh those people who Ed! into the categories of kin from whom
one can take a wik: patentid in-laws, as it were. Whether or not one spoke in
BIL style, with pmple in these latter categories with jn'irnuur and m q u r - onc
had to behave always in a respectful and decorous manner, without joking or
cursing, using no 'bad words' (see below), and refraining from anger - restrictions that clearly parallel in sorncwhat reduced form the hrll avoidance prac"ticcs
described in the previous section. {One also used the BIL language reciprucal~~,
fox reasons about which T speculate below, with one's ttga?tydya.)lr The system

-

of linguistic restrictions here obviously fulfils the logic implied by the categoriaf
collapsing of WM/FZ and WFIMB.
Though such relationship seem now somewhat ambiguous at Hopevale
Mission,l-l it is notable that one's relations with WZ (and BW or BWZ) were
considered to be very free:
You can jake, Iaugh, anything.

Similarly, for a woinan, relations with one's affrnes seem to have been mare
reIaxed than for a man. A woman, living in her husband's locale (now: his house),
observed no special restrictions with her mother-in-law; and she spoke respectfully and with restraint, but not necessarily in the BIL language, to her fatherin-law. (In my research at f%opevalemission, I have been unable to explore the
it11 Strictly, only MB's eldest son was
uncle'. I use standard tikbrevietions

calied migtrr end usually mrgur wawuga 'inside
here, viz. Z (sister), B (brother), W (wife), H
(husband), F (father), M (mother), S (son), D (drughrer), and C (child).
Ira] According to Roth (tyox), this same word (which Roth writes ~tgan-fciaa)referred
also to the sacred initiation site (SIX Roth I W : rBR.).).It may well be that the term, and
the associated avoidance between people standing in this rebtionship, had something
to do with oMigations surrounding cutting initiation scars.
frj] T h e English word 'sister-in-law' has taken over to label the relntionehip between a
man m d his WZ and a l s o his BW and BWZ. The rarely used term grrmmn.p w m s to
label WZ. (In a Guugu Yimidhirr song man is depicted as joking freeIy with his
gvman.gu.) But them is, in modern Hopevale usage, some tunfusion about what one
should call, say, BW; one says 'sister-in-law', but would, if she were unmarried, be
uble to wIi her dyiral 'wife'.
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range of behavioral and tinguistic restrictions observed by women in contact
with their affines, cxcept through relatively disinterested and skctchy accounts
offered by male acquaintances.)
It now begins to be apparent that, between the potcs of unrestricted interaction
(e.g. between friends) and the near-total avoidance between son-in-law and
mother-in-law - as well as between the poles of linguistic interaction characterized by the use of EV language at one extreme, and BIL words at the other - Iie
various intermediate points. First, it is clear that genealogicat distance and
geographical remoteness temper otherwise strict regulation of speech and
behavior. A distant classificatory FZ from far away may ke treated with somewhat
less caution than a nearby biimw. Billy Muupndu once told me af a visit, in the
hospital, to an uncle (mugwcr)of his brother's wife, who had sufierered a Ieg injury.

gulun literally, 'hand penis' - ustlally with an accompanying gesttlre, is a very
rude way to calf sorneanc 'greedyY.l4But some EV words that refer to seemingly
innocuous objects have impolite sexual connotations; and such connotations
are thought to be activated precisely by speaking the words in the presence of
people who ought to be treated with care, typicatly gamlittal, but also one's
mother, maternal aunts, etc.
'Bad words' evidently draw their connotative load partly from their referents,
That is, some fairly plain images arc evoked when innocent literal meanings arc
extended to sexual ones; none of the cxamplcs seems to me torally opaque:

He showed me where he was hurt. 'Yiyi n p n h i wag;.' fHere they cut me.]
Well, I don't like to look at that, ngwu yiyi nhaudhiildhi, I looked away.
Becatrse ~ r h n g uDoris-bd uncle. [He is Doris's k l e . ] Wcll, tngadhu bizmi [that
makes him my mother-in-lawf's brother)]. Ngayu gami nhan~unhmdhi {l
didn't: look at him] straight out. X looked away, nyuh yiyi talking [while
he sat there talking". Finally I left him. Well, he's my brother Jellico's bdmf,
ngadhu g u h b a biwul [so he's also my biwill]. He is hi&-biwul ['father-motherixr-Iaw']. You can't. say, 'Goodbye, b i d ' . You can't face-to-face look at him.

Tn this clearly uncomfortable situation natural sympathy and a certain genealogical distance conflicted with ordinary presumptions about m i d a n c e . Notice
that the need for restraint survived even in the context of a modern hospital.
Notice further that it was the person ordinarily deserving of respect, the b i d ,
who initiated greater informality in thc interaction.
There are, fiirthermore, categories of people with whom one deats frcqucntly
bur with whom one must be more than ordinarily circumspect. A man must
monitor his behavior particularly with his gmharal 'elder sister', and, to some
extent, also with his y o m u 'mother'. A man can share food with a sister, but he
cannot sit or stand facing or even close to her. ( A man once introduced me to
his p u n k a d in the Ropevale store, and induced me to shake her hand, dl
without moving fmm the far end of the room.) And a man must carefully prune
from his conversation with her all 'bad words' - words which, in ways to be
described, have sextlat, vulgar overtones.
T h a t such 'bad words' exist fi~rcherelaborates the continuum of familiar to
polite lexical items. I have already distinguished (I) ordinary EV words which
can rhcrnxefves be spoken to f i n e s from (2) sensitive EV words which require
more 'polite' BXL replacements, and these again from ( 3 ) words whose refercnb
simply cannot be labeled at all in formally polite RIL speech. Words in the
last category are 'swearing words', mostly referring to genital organs, which
function in extremely rude ctirses in the everyday language. Saying mngd

war& "axe'
nattnhd 'stone'
warripn 'kofc'
wulunggurr' 'flame'
g i h g a a n 'itchy'

(also: 'malt genitals')
(also: 'testicles')
(also : 'vagina')
(also: 'genitals')
(also : 'sexually arouscd').

But the impolite connotations of these words seem not simply to rely on sonre
symbolic or metaphorical association between the ordinary referent an4 an
'extended' sexual meaning; rather, the impolire connotation seems to inhere in
the word itself, in one particular phowhgical shape. (Recall, f~ere,the dual
motivation for BIX., words, especially the use of fexical items from different
dialects as the BIL equivsfents of EV words.) Thus, for example, the word warrbi
'axe' is a word of common currency in conversation; but a marl should not say
'warrbi' to his sister. Instead he might use the more polite word guliirrn. Or,
in modern times, he corrld simply use the English word 'axe':

N g u d h axe wmhdhaa [Wl~rre'smy axe]?
Neither word would offend his sister. Such devices woddj however, be imu%
citnt far speaking to brother-in-law or father-in-law, and BIL has the woad
pdiii-bagu, said to be the 'deepest', i.e. the most polite word for 'axe'. Fig. 5
illustrates the relationships ketwtm various lexical items, arranged on a scale
of fmitiarity, respcct, and politeness. Certainly the lexical complexity of the
languages~pp~rts
Billy Muundu's claim that n~unk~lkanunpugugauimbaagar~lmbaa
b u r language is piled on mp of itself'.
Just as lexical ikrns range from most polite and respectful to mtrmeIy rude
curse words, it would be gratifyingly systematic if there were also a range of
conventional social relationships from the highly restricted avoidance between
a man and his afines to some extremely familiar relationship, characterized by,
among other things, the free use of rude axid vulgar words: in short, a joking
[t4J Gtilu?zis one of the EV words which simply has no BIL equiv;tlmt (ate ngnin Fig. 4).
Derek Freeman has s~rggestedto mc that the image of the 'grecdy penis' illtlminetes the
tension that surrounds possible sexual contact between men und certain categories of
women, a tcnsion that is formally recognized in and parrinlly tempcrcd by an elalror~te
Iinguistic etiquette,
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Vutpr
: %orsing'

; Impolite

j Ordinary
: 'bad words' :

i Nun
: 'penis'

i

i High
: *dfiubuf'

**s**

i (no equivaient)

h Wan might use such expressions - which arc stylized joking taunts -only
with his same-sex grandparents and grandchildren, real and classificatory: his
gami (FF) and qadhi (MF), and gminhdhmr (SCj and ngadhinil (DC).Is Two
men who spent a good deal of time teaching me about Guugu Yimidhirr also
joked continuously, rrwtly lightly criticizing one another or making ribald
suggestions. They explained their constant banter explicitly by revealing that
they were dassificatory (or rather distant) gami and gam'pthdhwr ,
A glance a t the highly schematized kin-catgaxy chart in Fig. 6 will reveal the
categorial coincidence between those people with whom one used the special
BIL forms; briefly, one spuke in BXL to actual or clasdicatory wife givers
(parents and brothers of wife, and also Mil, MBS, FZ).One also used RZL with

relationship. There is no doubt that joking relationships existed previously
throughout Cape York Peninsula. Thornson describes one silch type of joking
relatimship :

In the Ompela and K Q ~Ya'p
Q tribes the relation of the father's father {pgla)
and his ctassificacory son's son (pgladu) is an extraordinary one, and is characterized by extreme frcedorn and license both of speech and behavior, in the
presence of other members of the horde, that is permissible with na other
individual. It is the p ~ I aand pgladu who pursue one another and snatch at
one another's genitalia (1935: 475).
Presently at Hopevale Mission all sorts of organized obscenity and sexual play
arc discouraged for religious reasons, hut thcre is considerable evidence that: it is
precisely the relationship between FF'(gami)and SS (gatmirhdharr)that typifies,
for Guugu Yirnidhirr speakers, friendliness, informality and familiarity. Reall
chat EV words were said to be used appropriately with 'common people', with
fami and dhawuunh 'friend': here gami seems to represent a prototypical friend.
T w o expressions in Guugu Yinlidhirr mean 'to joke with someone', with the
suggestion that the joking will be obscene: wranu ngudhu wrrurii (literally, 'neck
fun play'), and guya-gurral (literaIly, 'say/rnalre nothing'). Examples of the sorts
of things one might say, while performing such joking, are explicitly sexual
thuugh somewhat roundabout :
wubala-munaayi
Litcrnl!y, 'be wide! 1.e. spread your legs!'
bin.ga d a
'Open your guman CIegsJ.'

Key:
EGO moiety siblings
Wife's moiety siblings

Q&-!2

Avoidance relationship

@

Restrained relationship

B

fi5] A man seems to have been ailowed considerable liccnse, also, with women who fell
into the category of potential wives, although such usage i s spoken ofwith some unease
by current Hopevale Lutherans.
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ngmydya 'grandchild's spouse'. 'Thus, the nature of the avoidance, the linguistic
reflexes of avoidance, and the kinship categories involved, all attwt to a tension,
an mwobarrassmnt or shame, surrounding a husband's sexual access to his wifc.
(Similarly, X speculate that BXL usage between a man and his ngatnydya isdates
them from the sexuaily tinged joking relationship that obtains between the man
and his grandchild, the qanydya's spouse.) Furthermore, restrained relations
between a man and his sister. and mother again bear unmistaknblt. marks of
insdating the protagonists from sexual interaction.
'The use of a B E vocabulary drew upon and supported traifitionai kin organization; it is cspccially noteworthy, then, that by turning BIL inwards on itself
and looking at the reduced BXL kinship terrninology,l* we can confirm the cawgorial ~ssitciationsof kin types suggested by the circumstances of BXL use itself
(see Fig. 7). Thus, instead of maintaining a strict terntinoiogicnl division between
xnoieties - as a conventional componential analysis of the EV terminology might
do -the BIL kin ternm merge moieties at f 2 generation (ngunbal for all grandkin),and - x generation (duula for a l children). Same-sidt brothers are collapsed
into the category bulngarr, and father and hi brothers are collapsed into
nglagusnadkarr. The category r t g u b h r r , whme central focus is the EV word
t i g m u 'mother', is also the RIL equivalent for nearly all the ~clativesone
must avoid or with whom om must exercise restraint: namely, both mother+2 generation

+I generation

r~gagumadhm
{hther and his
brothers)

(mother, MB, MBS,

I

0 generation

EGO

I

...-Igenerdtian

-2 generation

yuvangan yambaa1
'your person' (i.e. wife)

0 T
I
(child)

=]*I

(grandchild)

[xb] Kinship terms, of course, would norrnlitly he somewhat redundant in speaking with
nfincs, and the BXL terminology is thus already hmvily constrained by the circumstances
of its USC. For txnmple, there seems to be no DiL word for 'wife' the equivalent I
have hwrd is yrirratgati yombanl, literally. 'your person' n circumlocution quite
appropriate when one is speaking to one's wife's kin. Some EV kin terms nlrrvive in
BIL - n g a q d y a , For ~ x a m p l c ,is its own equivalent, and most sister terms also ere
acceptuble in BIL.

-

-

and father-in-law, maternal uncles (as well as M I S ) and paternal aunts. Here
the semantic principles by which EV vocabulary coflapaa to fit within fewer
BIL words scexn to hold preeminent exactly the principles which, in turn, govern
avoidance and behavioral restrictions on language.
T H E BTL V O C A B U L A R Y AT M O D E R N H O P E V A L E

Young pmple at Hopcvnle Mission we now ignorant of the special BIL vocabulary. Although some know that there were once 'deep' words to bc used with
fathers-in-law, they are not likely to accognize individual 131L lexical item.
Instead, in the context of a community composed of peopfe with quire different
ancestral languages (because most Hopwale raidents are or are descended from
people brought as children from distant parts of Queensland, to be raised by
missionark), BIL words are heard as probable, though unrecognized, fragments
of some dimly rcmcrnbered Aboriginal language from another area.
Under these ci~cumstances,speaking BTL language acquire a very different
significance from that described for trditiomf Guugu Yimidhirr society. I can
illustrate by recounting e~pcriencesfrom a 1977 fieldtrip to Hopevata X.
several weeks in the bush, accompanying some elderly mcn, all of whom had
come to rhe mission as young children before World War 1. T w o brothers came
from traditional Guugu Yimidhirr territory, whereas thc rest origimted in
distant areas and thus bid claims to different ancestral languages (though none
spoke more than a few words of these other languages). Af 1 were fluent in Guugu
Yimidhirr and ail knew something of the 3% vocabulary.
Thest: men were all interested in the question of dialect affiliation, partly no
doubt becruse they knew mc to be a student of tangustgc and were eager that: I
lcizrn some of their ancestmf tongues. Thcy were also concerned with the ways
of the past, as we were at the time jointly engaged in clearing and mapping the
old mission site where they had at1 grown up. intwwtingfy, within this group
of men, BIIc Iang~ragewas spokenspontmeously on two distinct sorts of accasiun.
First, one of the Guugu Yimirfhirr brothers and another man, a particularly
articulate advocate of thc strengths of traditional Aboriginal life, stood in a
distant avoidance relationship. After a few days in the group, these two abruptly
bgan to speak to each other in a somewhat spotty BIL style. This recrcntion
of a lapsed way of interacting followed several long discussions af traditional
social relations and avoidance practices, and it was isnot directed towards me as
ari outside observer. The intended audience was, primarily, the younger of the
two Guungu Yimidhirr men (who had been raised without the benefit of
prolonged contact: with bush life), as a demonstration d proper demeanor, a
kind of morn1 lesson.The message was: here is what correct behavior Iooks like there are rules and laws of which a m needs to be reminded. Over the weeks of our
joint venture, those of us in the appropriate (if honorary) kinship relationships
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began addressing the others with BIL respecthi terms, almost like newly coined
private nicknames. Here the use of a special way of speaking served as a reminder
of the entire set of social arrangements and their moral force, among which
brother-in-law language traditionally belonged.
BXL vocabulary occurred in conversation in this group in a rather different
context as well. A sourcc of some tension at IIopevale Mission is the fact that,
dthough the mission territory is entirely on land traditionally owned by Guugu
Yirnidhirr speaking people, their descendants are in a distinct minority in the
mission population. They are also somewhat disadvantaged with respect to the
'outsiders', who include in their number the most favored, tractable, and wellspoken families, from the point of view of the mission administration. Nonctheless, to be a real Guugu Pimidhirr bama (person) is, given the mission's
location, a reason for some pride. And there are few better ways to assert one's
lcgitirnate ancestral claim to the land, m d , hence, one's right to be there and to
speak with authority than to be able to spout a few arcane BIt lexical items, to
use 'deep' words. One of the Guugu Yimidhirr men in the group I was with had
been teaching me BIL words, and he toak to lacing his talk, to himself and to me,
but within the hearing of other members of the group, with words from the
respectful diaiect, although there was clearly no question of deference, respect,
or avoidance. I took his actions to be n defiberate way of painting out to the
others that, just as this was k f i language, requiring special knowledge that only
true Guugu Yimidhirr speakers would have, so too was the land on which we
camped and where all had lived their lives, his land. i n the context of deep
Aboriginaf attachment to land, his use of HEL languagc was the territorial
equivalent of the show-off child's use of 'ten-dollar-words' to impress hi
companions.
In both c s ~ the
, use of a marked alternative to 'ordinary talk' is deliberate
and mcrtni~ful.And although the traditional social arrangemwts, that dictated
the use of BIL language and that gave a particular significance to respectful
wards as verbal equivaients of respectful acts, no longer obtain, both observed
cases of modern BIL use draw meaning from the social order that gave rise to
resptctfui style. The 'way of speaking' remains, in residual form, but its value
has shifted.
SPEECH REGISTERS A N D S O C I A L RELATIONSHIPS

One way of imagining a person's social environment is as a collection of social
relationships arranged along a scale from extreme avoidance and rsptct, to
familiarity and intimacy, to outright hostility. Such a continuum, perhaps less
highly codified than mang Guugu Yimidhirr speakers (and occasionaliy still
more rigorously institutionalized), presumably characterizes social life in all
societies, for reasons which remain classicat objects of ethnological speculation.

On the one hand, both avoidance relationships, and institutionalized (and thus
defused) joking are seen as functional solutions t<l the RadcIiRe-Brownian
dilemma: 'Social disjunction implies divergence of interests and therefore the
possibility of conflict and hosritity, while conjuncrion yequires the avoidance of
strife' ( r q ~ z 92).
: On the other hand, the obviously powerful emotional content
of these institutionalized relationships supports Freud's account of the tensions
swrounding sexual bonding in marriage.

A mother's sympathetic identification with her daughter can easily go so k r
that she herself fnIIs in love with the man her daughter foves; and in glaring
instances this may lead to severe fornls of neumtic illness as a rsuft of her
violent mental struggles against this emotional situation. I n any case, it very
frequently happens rbar a mother-in-law is subject to an dmpuise to fatf in
love in this way, and this impulse or an opposing trend are added to the
tumult of conflicting forces in her mind. And very often the unkind, sadistic
components of her h v c are directed on to her son-in-law in order that the
forbidden, affectionate ones may be the more severely suppressed (rq55: r g).lT
'I

Here, tm, bdong suggestions about more general sociatpsychologicai catharsis:
'Just as the proper observance of the tabus governing behavior towards the wife's
mother and certain other relations, maintains a condition of euphoria, the
joking relationship induccs a state of ritual well-being; in the words of the natives
themselves it "makes everybody happy" ' (Thornson r 935 : 475).
Practices of institutionaliacd avoidance and joking, however they are to be
explained, lean heavily on a system of linguistic indexes which at once signa1
that a relationship obtains and which, in a crucial way, themselves constitute the
retationship.That a Guugu Yimidhirr man, for example, used a specially reduced
vocabulary with a certain afine was a forrnaf mark (a pragmatic index, in the
Peircean sense) of the special relationship between them. Moreover, the fact
that a man chose to employ BIL vocabulary with some particular distant relative,
or with some person in an ambiguous kin category, signalled his intention to
treat the relatiomhip as of a certain nature - part of the business of estabtiaking
[x7J Freud also finds the explanation for a son-in-law's shame before his mother-in-law
in the horror of inccrrt: 'It is regularly found that ( a man] chose his mother ss the object
of hk love, and perhaps his sister as well, before passing on to his find choice. Because
of the barrier that exists against incest, his iovs is deRected from the two figure. on whom
Ria affection was centred in his childhood on to an outside obje~tthat i s modelled upun
them. The place of his own and his sister's mother i s taken by kir mother-in-law. Re
has an impulse to fall back upon his original choice, though everything in him fights
against it. His horror of incest insists that the grnealogicai history of his choice of an
object of Iove shall not be recalled' ( r g ~ g 18).
:
Freud objecrs to 'Yylor's suggestion that
avoidance practices represent the w i a f separation of a mm from his wifc's family
funtii the first child is born) on the grounds that such practices do not always cease at this
mint, and because 'this explanation throws no light an the fact thst the prohibition
centres particularly crt the mother-in-law
the explanation overlooks the factor of sex'
f r w . : x4h

...

and negotiating the terms of the relationship, and a mow with certain comequenwy for future behavior. A$elscwhcre in the world, among Guugu Yimidhirr
speakers words have a spccial potency. Narncs offend (and are thus tabooed after
their bearers die); curses come true;ls insutt causes sickness and violence; and
impoliteness brings with it red muyan 'shame'.
'The ward 'shame' brings us to a further observation. Tkesc practices themselves have a certain character, mirrored in the semantics of the special vocabulary,
which reveals the indexed relationships as ism than empty markers of sociaf
structural seains. Both avoidance and intimacy concentrate on a sexual theme.
A series of prohibitions, including strict regulation of verbal interaction,
insulates individuals frorn sexual contact. And the linguistic prohibitiom operatc
precisely to delete s e x i d nuances from spec& between those people for whom,
in this socicty, such issues seem to be particularly delicate: a man and his
in-laws, a man and his own female kin.19
I t may aiso be that the scxuat idiom here masks more blatantly political issues,
Terry Ttlrner f 1976) describes the restrained relations between a newly married
Kayapo man and his in-laws (into whose household he moves) in terms strongly
reminiscent of the Guugu Yirnidkirr situation. k r e , roo, restraint and respect
arc motivated by sfiaww, by piu'am - n term the ICayapa might apply to the
crnbarrassment resulting from, say, public nudity, or, strikingly, to the cowering
of a wild animal brought into the village by a hunter. Yet, deference and shame
before one's in-laws may be Iess an expression of a tcnsion borne of the sexual
relationship one has with their daughter or sister, and more a symptom of thc
gcneratly subordinate status of a newty married man in his adopted 'househotd
of procreation'. This subordinate position has its analogues in the age-sets of
men's cererni)riiaf organization, wlrere senior men exercise authority over junior
men, And as a man's authority increases, as he assumes a central role in his
kotrsehold, tlte trappings of subordination.- including special restraint around
his father- and mother-in-law drop away. Here, restraint and avoidance
are tied to a particular stage in a man's life, a particular political status.
1183 I h n w h e n told by s c v e r ~ ipeople that one sl~ouldnot wish another ill or curse him.
for ont's words are likrty to come true. Nuk. atso, that specid rules regulated the
behavior of pmp1c who were godiil-rfhirr 'nnmesakes'.
[IY] 'The Guugu Yimidhirr are, o f course, not the only people in the world who have
truublc talking with their rnothcn-in-law. Westerners have institutionalized this
concern in the mother-in-law jake. Xn thin connection, Freud remarks: 'As we know
the relation between son-in-law end mother-in-law i s one of the delicate points of family
arganizution in r i d i d communities. That rehtion is no longer subject to rules of
avoidance in thc social aystem of the white pcoples of Europe and America; but many
disputes and much rrnpltasantneu could often be eliminated if the avoidance still
existed as u custom and did not have to bc re-erccted by individuals. , But the fact
th~tin civilized societies mothern-in-tntv are such a favorite subject for jokes seems to
me to sr~ggestthat the ernotianal relation involved includes s R ~ r p I ycontrasted cornponents. X belicvc, that is, that rhis relation is in fact an "ambivnlent" one. composed of
conRicting affectionate and hostile impulses' f x g g ~ :14).

..

Speech is, of course, inhere+ indexical. To speak at all is to choose a register
which wif l indcx the moment. Thc potential complexity of the groccss involves
tbc analyst in the full range: of human devices for communicating meaning. To
illustrate, let me briefly relate Gu~iguYimidhirr BII, speech to an emerging
general notion of how linguistic signs convey meaning in speech situatima.
Silvcrvtein (1976) proposes two cross-cutting dirxsensirms which apply to speech
indexes. He distinguishes referential from nan-referential indexes, and he proposes a scafe fraxn relatively presupposi~gto relatively creative (or performative)
index&. Roughly, a referential sign (whether an indcx or not) contributes to the
description of a state of &airs (it helps an utterance 'tell about' wmething or
'refcr to' something), A non-referential index makes no such cuntriht~tionhut
instead 'signal[s: some particular value of onc or more contextlial variables'
(Silvmtein 1976: 29). Further, 'presrq@ng' indexes depend upon and require
the presence of some contextual feature to succeed in spcech, whereas 'creative'
or 'performative' indexes tkemselvcs, by their very usc, 'can be said not SO much
to change the context, as to make explicit and overt the paramettr.s of structure
of ongoing events' or to 'bring into sharp cognitive relief part of the con cxt uf
speech' (Silverstein 1976: 31).
\
A crucial cxamplt, for our purposes, is the Dyirbal Mother-in-law speech,
which Silverstein assigns to the category of non-referential relatively prcsupposing indexes. I t is relatively presupposing became it is a rx~oreor less
automatic, mechanical reflex in speech of the fact that a tabooed relative of thc
appropriate sort is within earshot. It is nnn-referential bccause the denotntivc
content of a mother-in-law utterance is, according to Dixon's dtxription ( r q r ) ,
identicat with that of the corresponding everyday language formulation. Recall
(from footnote 4 above) that it is 'possible to say in Dyalnguy evmytlting that
can be said in Guwal' (Dixon 1971: 437). Silverstein's ciassifrcation (which has
been elaborated further, and which is only crudely noted here) allows us to
separate otherwise conceptually entangfed straim in spcech performance.
However, we can see that, &thin the framework of the proposed functional
classification of indexes, there is more to be said about Guugu Yimidhirr 1311,
speech. ( I ) Guugu Yimidhirr BIZ, usage has creative as wejI as presupposing
aspects, allowing speakers to create relation...ships of respect: to choose tu use
BIL words with a distant classificatory kinsman represents (and cammuoicntes)
a decision a b o t ~ thow to coxistitutc thc relationship. Moreover, in modern ciscumstances when BIL words emerge infrequently, to use respectfu1 vocabulary
is more like a reminder than a reflex - as, for example, when the old men reverted
to BIL talk to point out that, in another era, social retations had a character
difirent frorn that in force todny. Thus, though traditionally use of EEL speech
wa an automatic (presupposing) indcx of tlte presence in one's audience of a
brother-in-law, n father-in-law, etc., its presence in Guugu Yimidhirr speakers'
repertoires represented as well a creative resource for shaping sociaf relations.

CIIUGU PIMIDBXRR BROTHER-IN-LAW LANGUAGE
(2) Guugu YimidhIrr BI XJ speech is typically multi-valent; it relates to more
than one 'contextual variabfe' : afinal relationships, sexually restrained relationships, and more generally respectful refationships between the protagonists of

the specch event. Modern usage shows a further shift: speaking BIL words has
come to stand as a demonstration of special linguistic (and hence cultural and
moral) compttcnce and authority, and of legitimate title to the Guugu Yimidhirr
language {and by extension to its traditional territory).
(3) BIL words participate, in the context of speech at Elopevale, within a
wider system of choices or alternatives, which gives meaning to the style. The
entire range of 'ways of speaking' includes a continuum from restrtint (or totd
silence) to ribald guya-gurral (uxlcontrolkd joking, literally 'saying nothing'),
The effect of speaking BXL words depends on the existence of alternative possible
wdys of talking: i t s significance is not isolable but s~uciurol.
(4) Features of BIL usage begin to blur the distinction between referential
and non-referential aspects of speech. In the first place, as we have seen, Guugu
Yirnidhirr RIL, unlike Dyirbat Gulnguy, does not allow speakcrs to express
every proposition which they could formulate in everyday language. The nature
of the relationship between speaker and hearer, and the very structure of the
BXL lexicon, restrict message content (eliminating certain sexual references, for
example). Nor is it clear that the complex mapping of EV Guugu Yirnidhirr
words onto B much restricted and heavily gencrdizecf BXL vocabulary leaves the
referential content of utterances unmuiested. Is vague speech referentially
equivalent to more specific talk? The pragmatic neutralization, in respectful
spwch, of singular, dual, and plural second-person pronourn to a single form,
yuuca, is surely semantic neutralization as weif. Propositiud content, in BIL
speech, becomes hard to distinguish from the overall message of the act of
speaking.
T h e existence of alternate words for simple things will not surprise even those
of u s who live in communities with fairly haphazard language practices Nonetheless, even highly codified special speech registers may work to very different
ends. The Guugu Yimidhirr BIL language effectively insuiafes individuah
from ordinary, unmonitored verbat {and hence, sexual) contact, which might
potentially ofTend or shame. And just as, in ajoking relationship, people physically
snd verbally snatch at one anothcr, in an avoidance relationship, protagonists,
in word and deed, turn away from each ather.
In Java, on the other hand, the system of obligatory speech levels seems ta
celebrate the hierarchy nf status in the society.
In Javanese i t is nearly impossible to say anything without indicating the social
relatiomhip between the speaker and the listener in terms of status and farnihriry. Status is determined by many things - wealth, detrcent, education, occupation, age, kinship, and nationality, among others, but the important point is-

that the chuice of linguistic forms as well as the speech style is in every case
partly determined by the relative status (or familiarity) of the conversers
(Geertz r g h : 248).
And although the Samoan vocabulary of respect stems formally to rtscmble
Aboriginal Mother-in-law Ianguage - .

It consists in the avoidance of certain ordinary words, when speaking to a
chief, or about a chief, and in the substitution of equivalent terms of respect
{Milner 1961: 303-4).

- nonetheless, here the intention2Qof the special vocabulary is not to insulate but
tofacilitate comxnunication in tile face of possiblc slight and insult.

. . [Xjt foltows from the cmphasis placed in Samoan society on rank and status
+

that there must be safeguards against the possibility of lowering the dignity
or prestige of a titleholder and consequently of the title itself, whether by
design, accident, or negligence. The available of terms of respect, acting as it
were as a kind of verbal lubricant, is a most effective device for the purpsse of
avoiding clashes, forestalling quarrels, and soothing the vexation of wounded
pride and imagined or genuine grievances (Miher x96r : 304).

And, of course, what is in one instance a verbal lubricant can become a social
monkey-wrench, allowing speakers to be, deliberately or inadvertently, insulting
or presumptuous, or simp1y confounding communication by blocking people's
tongues.-~social hierarchy may promote language practices which, in turn, can
equally support it or help to topple it. (Thus we learn that the Vietnamese school
administrator who was oncc addressed as mg hieu trnrong 'grandfather principal'
may now he calted - if not simpfy 'comrade'- perhaps onty anh him truong
'elder brother principal' (Vu Thanh Phuong 1976). A change in hierarchical
structure and the devaluation of a kin-based metaphor of respect here go
together.)
The linguistic ramifications of emotionally, or politically, charged social
relationships are peculiarly deep. When a constrained or delicate relationship
gives rise to special language which is itself constrained or delicate, in form or
content, then the symptom reinforces the cause. A concern with scxxual contact,
or with relative status, is rendered stdl stronger by the obligatory use of language
that deliberately skirts, or dwelis upon, sexual or status issuw. A relationship
inspires language practices; the resulting talk in turn feeds upon the relationship.
As a final note, let me mention that although Guugu Yimidhirr BIL Innguagc
and the Samoan respect vocabulary relate to quite different social institutions,
there is a striking similarity between thcm. Mihex notes that Samoan, Javanese,
I am indebted to Dcmk Freeman who brought the comments of Freud and the
Ssrntwn material to my attention.
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and Tibetm languages of respect ail kave a high proportion of words 'denoting
parts of thc body, bodily positions, functions and conditions' (1961: p),
That is,
in all these cases, polite and respectful speech must avoid ordinary terms far
body parts, substituting instead specially elaborated respectful equivalents
for these words. The Guugu Yirnidkirr BXL vacabtilary displays a similar conccntration of terms.21 'She body, here, is nut o d y a potent symbol; it is roo
potent, and its potency is tempered and subdued, in certain circunlstanccs, by
special names for its parts - or by euphemism, an equivalent Iinguistie device.
Further investigation of the Iexical range and distribution in vocabularies of
respect may shed light on those features of human life that inspire (and often
require) special delicacy of speech. Further work may atso allow us to assess
two possibly universal devices for defusing lexical items that refer to such semitive domains. T h c first dlowu speakers to exploit social or dialectal distance,
substituting someone else's word for a local one with undesirable properties.
Foreign curses ncver kave the same impact to one's ears as do one's own, just
as Coastal wards have respectful properti- for Inland Guugu Yimidhirr speakers.
The second device uses conceptual distance, metonym, or euphemism, to gloss
over a sensitive topic with an indirect: turn of phrase. The generality or nonspecificity of BIL words compared to their EV equivalents is not so different from
the use of pt-+words ('it', 'do', 'make', 'thing') for quite specificunmentionables,
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